ExxonMobil™ PP Vistamaxx™

Lean blend soft solution in light weight
spunbond nonwoven
Raw materials:
•• ExxonMobil™ PP3155E5
•• Vistamaxx™ 7020BF
•• Slip additive: Erucamide

Typical soft spunbond nonwoven structure:
A ExxonMobil PP3155E5
+ 15-30% Vistamaxx 7020BF
+ 1000-3000ppm slip additive
Fabric structure: SS
Layer distribution: 1/1
Basis weight: 18 gsm

polymer-based

Vistamaxx polymer-based lean blend soft solution offers:

Tensile in MD* (N/5 cm)
40

•• Improved softness, drapability and silkiness
•• Excellent mechanical properties

Tensile in CD**
20 (N/5 cm)

Handle-O-meter
(g) 3
10 0 0
0 0

•• Vistamaxx 7020BF offers best color stability

Typical applications:
•• Diaper

70

Elongation in CD** (%)

•• Adult incontinence

Elongation in MD* (%)

83% ExxonMobil PP3155E5 + 16% Vistamaxx 7020BF + 1% slip masterbatch

•• Feminine care

100% ExxonMobil PP3155E5 fabric

Test

Based on test method

Handle-O-meter
Tensile and elongation

WSP 90.3
WSP 110.4

Vistamaxx™ performance polymers create opportunities to
develop added-value solutions with new levels of performance,
lower formulation and processing costs.

Contact us for more information:

exxonmobilchemical.com
X0518-036E49
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•• Easy drop-in solution to tailor different soft demands

* MD = Machine Direction ** CD = Cross Direction
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